
How do turns rotate in legacy pools?

To get us all re-familiarized  with the legacy operations here is another bit of information.
WHISPO pool turn rotation/position

1973 ARTICLE VI
When an engineer in an "Interdivisional  Service" pool has been called at his
home terminal he will retain the same position relative to other. engineers having the same home terminal 
except when he will not be available for service at the away-from home terminal under the
provisions of Article I, Section 3 of this agreement. When an engineer has been
called to perform service he will be run or deadheaded to the opposite terminal
except in emergency conditions which prevent the operation of trains from
terminal to terminal.

This simply means that you go out in order to Whitefish, stack into the hotel in the same order, 
and then come back to the boards at home in the same order, regardless of being runaround 
en-route.
Always make note of your relative turn order.
If someone is put on the board in front of you because of enroute runaround, call the crew office
immediately  after tie up and have your turn restored. If they refuse to restore your turn for any 
reason put in a penalty. (Engineers returning from layoff will establish new positions on the pool)
1B, Ca code; BD
MLS field; 130.0
Claim 130 penalty miles account crew office refused to restore my SPO WH## pool turn to its 
proper position behind (Employee name) after I called at (time) on (Date).
Do not argue with them if they refuse. Do not threaten or get upset. Just put in the penalty.

Pasco and Wenatchee pools
In the Pasco and Wenatchee pools you should be called out in order and stacked into the hotel in order. 
Upon tie up at the home terminal you will establish a new position on the pool. If you are run-around in 
a different manner, the difference will be that Pasco is once again  under NP rules, so each runaround 
will be 32.5 miles with a maximum of 4 per day. The Wenatchee pool is GN which results in multiple 
run-arounds at 130.0 miles each. In both cases board position is established  by tie up time. There may 
be changes in the future.

In all three cases, Engineers returning from layoff will establish new positions on the pools, consistent 
with their MRU time and will not be considered run-arounds.

Questions or comments?

Steve Snyder 509-570-8065


